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KUWAIT: Kuwait Financial Centre “Markaz” recently re-
leased its monthly market review report for the month of
November 2021. Markaz report noted that Kuwait’s equity
market witnessed an end to its eight-month winning streak,
as oil prices tumbled during the month. Kuwait All Share
index declined 4.5 percent in November, reducing its yearly
gains to 22.4 percent. 

Among sectors, Basic Materials sector was the top loser,
falling 10.4 percent followed by the Industrials sector, which
fell 7 percent. Likewise, Boursa Kuwait’s banking sector
index was down 3.8 percent in November. Insurance sector
index outperformed, gaining 7.6 percent for the month.
Among Premier Market stocks, Warba Bank was the top
gainer, rising 0.1 percent for the month. 

GCC markets were also down, as evidenced by the S&P
GCC composite index, which fell 5.0 percent for November.
Weakness in Oil prices derailed the rally of GCC markets
barring the UAE, with the Abu Dhabi (8.7 percent) and
Dubai (7.3 percent) indices remaining resilient due to re-
forms announced by the government. Saudi Arabia and
Qatar equity indices fell 8.1 percent and 3.2 percent respec-
tively, as Saudi markets were affected by the sharp cuts in
oil prices. Among the GCC blue chip companies, the best
performer was Emirates Telecommunications (Etisalat),

which gained 24.8 percent during the month, followed by
Abu Dhabi National Energy Company, which gained 14.6
percent. The rally in Etisalat was triggered by the positive
Q3 2021 results in terms of revenue and subscriber base,
which led to the company revising its guidance upwards for
the full-year 2021.

Rating agency Moody’s stated that the sovereign cred-
itworthiness of GCC countries is expected to be stable in
the upcoming 12 to 18 months due to supportive oil prices
and higher production. Dubai markets remained resilient
despite the turbulence in oil markets as investors were en-
thused by the recent reforms undertaken by the govern-
ment. Dubai unveiled plans to list utility company DEWA,
which would be one among 10 government entities to be
listed in the local stock exchange in the coming months. The
move was followed by the decision to overhaul the board
of the stock exchange. 

Global equity markets, which were already startled by in-
flation and interest rate hike concerns, had to contend with
another negative trigger in the form of a new COVID-19
variant named Omicron, which was labeled by the World
Health Organization as a variant of concern at the end of
November. The variant was identified in South Africa, and is
anticipated to have higher transmissibility. The spread of a

new variant has been met with caution by several countries,
as it could result in public health measures that could po-
tentially have a negative effect on economic growth. As a re-
sult, the MSCI World and S&P 500 (US) indices lost 2.3
percent and 0.8 percent, respectively for the month. Earlier
during the month, US President Joe Biden nominated Jerome
Powell for a second term as Chair of the US Federal Reserve.
Emerging market equities (MSCI EM index) fell by 4.1 per-
cent while China remained flat for the month. Escalating ten-
sions between the US and China over the status of Taiwan
and trade disputes remain a cause for concern.

Oil prices witnessed its worst monthly decline in over a
year to close at $70.6 per barrel due to simultaneous pres-
sure from both the supply and demand side. Brent crude
registered its highest monthly decline in over a year, falling
16.4 percent in November. Negative triggers in the demand
side included the spread of a new COVID-19 variant, which
could affect economic growth. On the supply side, US Pres-
ident Joe Biden announced that the US would release oil
from their Strategic Petroleum Reserve to try to reduce
gasoline prices, which have been a key driver of inflation in
the country. The market now expects OPEC+ members to
reduce production further to compensate for the excess
supply in the market. 

Markaz: GCC stocks fall on profit-taking 
due to fears over new COVID variant

S&P GCC composite index fell by 5.0% in November

EU fines major 
banks $390m
over forex cartel
BRUSSELS: Brussels slapped fines totalling 344 million euros
($390 million) yesterday on Barclays, RBS, HSBC and Credit
Suisse after finding the banks had engaged in a forex trading
cartel. Traders at UBS were also found to have taken part, but
the European Commission agreed to reduce the Swiss bank’s
fine to zero after it came forward voluntarily to cooperate with
regulators. “The collusive behavior of the five banks under-
mined the integrity of the financial sector at the expense of
the European economy and consumers,” commission vice-
president Margrethe Vestager said.

These fines brought to an end the third part of an investi-
gation that has been ongoing since 2013 and which had al-
ready resulted in more than one billion euros in fines in 2019.
The probe revealed that traders in charge of spot foreign ex-
change transactions on major currencies, acting on behalf of
the British and Swiss banks, coordinated their trading strate-
gies. The commission said the traders at the banks sometimes
coordinated through an online chatroom called “Sterling
Lads” — named after the British currency.

Sometimes, on this group, traders who were supposed
to be rivals would agree to stand down to avoid interfering
in each other’s trades, distorting the market. “Our cartel
decisions ... send a clear message that the Commission re-
mains committed to ensure a sound and competitive finan-
cial sector that is essential for investment and growth,”
Vestager said.  —AFP

Payments firm Square 
gets new corporate 
name: Block
WASHINGTON: Digital payments firm Square, which
was co-founded and is still led by former Twitter chief
Jack Dorsey, on Wednesday changed its corporate name
to Block as it expands into cryptocurrency and other fi-
nancial technology tools. The Square payments plat-
form-which was the company’s sole offering when it was
founded in San Francisco by Jim McKelvey and Dorsey
in 2009 — will keep its name, and the now-public com-
pany will continue to trade under the symbol “SQ.”

Square started out providing small businesses with
devices that plug into smartphones or computer tablets
to process credit or debit card payments. The company
has since expanded to include Cash App and Jay-Z’s
music streaming service Tidal.

“We built the Square brand for our Seller business,
which is where it belongs,” Dorsey said in a release.

“Block is a new name, but our purpose of economic
empowerment remains the same.” The corporate name
change is meant as a nod to the company’s growth, and
will not involve organizational restructuring, according
to Block. Facebook recently changed its corporate name
to Meta in a similar move, while Google years ago took
on the corporate name Alphabet.

“Not to get all meta on you... but we’re going to!”
Square said in a comment forum beneath a Dorsey tweet
about the name change. “Block references the neighbor-
hood blocks where we find our sellers, a blockchain,

block parties full of music, obstacles to overcome, a sec-
tion of code, building blocks, and of course, tungsten
cubes.” The name also represents an overarching
ecosystem of businesses.

Square has made it known that it is working on a wal-
let for holding digital money, and Dorsey recently ex-
pressed interest in the company getting involved in
mining cryptocurrency. An initiative at the company that
had been called Square Crypto will change its name to
Spiral. Earlier this week, Dorsey announced that he was
leaving Twitter, after steering the social network during
the tumult of Donald Trump’s presidency and surviving
an activist investor’s ouster bid in 2020.

Dorsey came under pressure in 2020 from Elliott
Management amid concerns he had spread himself too
thin by running both Twitter and Square. Twitter’s chief
technology officer Parag Agrawal has assumed the top
post, with Dorsey saying he would remain a member of
the board through until around May to help with the
transition.  —AFP


